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Time- and space-resolved radio-frequency plasma electron energy distributions from a displacement-current-based electric probe diagnostic
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A displacement-current-based, Langmuir probe technique was developed to measure time-resolved and spatially dependent electron energy distribution functions (EEDF) in a 100 mTorr argon plasma. This diagnostic was designed to take consideration of the changes in displacement current collected at the probe due to changes in the probe tip sheath potential. The EEDFs collected displayed evidence of a time-dependent as well as spatially dependent electron beam component. The beam energy was seen to increase with the instantaneous plasma potential. The electron density was found to be $3.2 \pm 1.1 \times 10^{9}$, $1.0 \pm 1.5 \times 10^{10}$, and $2.7 \pm 1.0 \times 10^{9}$ cm$^{-3}$ at locations 0.6, 1.8, and 2.8 cm from the grounded electrode, respectively. Mean electron energies were also spatially dependent, measuring $8.7 \pm 0.8$, $11.3 \pm 1.0$, and $6.9 \pm 0.7$ eV at locations 0.6, 1.8, and 2.8 cm from the grounded electrode, respectively.

I. INTRODUCTION

Langmuir probes$^{1-5}$ and capacitive probes$^{5,6}$ have proven useful diagnostic tools in studying laboratory plasmas. Many variations on their simplistic designs such as tuned Langmuir probes,$^{7,8}$ double probe techniques,$^{9,10}$ and emitting probes$^{11,12}$ have also been employed. By utilizing such tools researchers strive to characterize their plasmas by determining parameters such as plasma potential, floating potential, electron and ion temperature, density, and the electron energy distribution function. One goal of these measurements is to determine a "recipe" for how to obtain such plasma characteristics. This would allow people to choose the parameters necessary for a specific task and be able to select a plasma suitable for those needs. Understanding the various plasma characteristics provides insight into the particle kinetics and helps to more accurately understand the plasma-material interactions occurring within the system$^{13-15}$.

Through many attempts to reach this goal an abundance of good information has resulted. However, a lack of consistent time-dependent data has hindered the complete understanding of plasma parameters. Most plasma discharges are driven by a time-varying ac signal. 13.56 MHz and several of its higher harmonics are common frequencies in most rf-driven plasma environments. As the driving voltage of the discharge varies sinusoidally across its cycle, it generates a time-dependent electric field between the electrodes. Since the electron plasma frequency for most plasmas of interest to plasma processing is much higher than 13.56 MHz, electrons will respond to the instantaneous electric field while ions respond only to the time-averaged electric field. The oscillating motion of the electrons creates a time-dependent plasma potential which produces a time-varying electric field predominantly located in the plasma sheath near both electrodes. Other important parameters such as electron temperature and the electron energy distribution are also related to the rapidly moving electrons and hence are time dependent.

Time-averaged measurements do not reveal complete information about rf-driven plasma parameters since particle reactions with materials and other plasma species are occurring at varying electron energies much different than their respective time-averaged values. Hence, time-averaged results tend to conceal those effects due to the changing numbers of high and low energy electrons. Areas such as plasma etching and deposition and fusion engineering, which are sensitive to each collision that occurs in the plasma and on the surfaces surrounding it, require the knowledge of species density and velocity as a function of time to correctly determine the specific reactions which occur. In order to accurately understand what is happening inside a plasma, time-dependent measurements of all vital plasma parameters must be made.

Although time dependent information is desirable from a Langmuir probe, several complexities exist in correctly determining time-resolved electron probe current. While in the plasma, the probe tip simultaneously collects electron current, ion current, and displacement current. In order to correctly calculate the plasma parameters, the electron current must be separated from the ion and displacement current. While the ion current can be considered constant due to its low plasma frequency, the displacement current created by the time-varying electric field across the probe sheath is not constant with respect to time or probe bias. The focus of this paper is a description of an electric probe diagnostic method which can correctly separate ion, electron, and displacement currents. This method is based on basic laws of electrodynamics and provides a look at the time-dependent current components collected by the probe and the plasma parameters derived from their analysis.

II. APPARATUS

The plasma used in this experiment was produced in a Davis and Wilder Model No. 425 plasma etcher (Fig. 1). This capacitively coupled parallel plate device contained two water-cooled electrodes which were each 70.1 cm in diameter and separated by 3.3 cm. The upper, powered, electrode contained a 16.5-cm-diam hole in the center. A
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FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of experimental apparatus.

A 15-cm-diam Pyrex cover plate was placed on the bottom, grounded, electrode to approximately compensate for the mismatch in electrode area and to allow the assumption of a symmetric discharge with nearly equal sheath potentials at each electrode. Quartz plates also lie above the top electrode and radially along the inside cylindrical wall to separate the plasma from the grounded chamber walls. Three probe ports were located radially around the chamber wall providing probe access approximately midplane between the two electrodes. A fourth rectangular port measuring 5 in. x 2.5 in. was covered with 1.75 cm plexiglass and served as a window for visual observation.

Gas entered through a small port along the radial wall opposite the vacuum port, near the top electrode. Vacuum was maintained by a DuoSeal Model No. 1397 roughing pump and a Leibold-Heraeus Model No. WAU250 roots blower drawing from an orifice located underneath the grounded electrode. Gas flow was manually controlled and therefore had to be calibrated to give mass flow values in sccm. Chamber pressure was measured with a MKS Baratron Model No. 122A, (1-Torr head). Pump foreline pressure was monitored using a GranvillePhillips series 275 analog readout convection vacuum guage.

Power was supplied by a Plasma-Therm HFS 2000E, 2 kW, 13.56 MHz rf generator and passed through an associated Plasma-Therm auto-matching network and directional wattmeter. The power sent to the upper electrode was monitored by a capacitively coupled Bird wave-form sampler and passed through a blocking capacitor before reaching the chamber. The wave-form sampler provided a consistent trigger for oscilloscope readings which included signal phase information.

Aside from pressure and power, all plasma measurements were made within a double-shielded copper-screened room with a grounded chassis. This shielded room reduced unwanted rf interference from the rf generator and other outside sources. In order to operate the instruments within, 120 V ac power was fed into the cage through an EMI low-pass filter which eliminated any rf interference traveling along the power cable. All equipment in the shielded room was isolated from the input power ground to reduce any 60 Hz noise which could alter the data. Those pieces of equipment within the shielded room which needed a rf ground were connected to the chassis of the copper-screened room by a copper braid, others remained ac and/or dc floating as necessary. A common ground point was established directly beneath the plasma chamber by driving a 3.65 m long, 2-cm-diam copper rod through the floor of the building into the water table. The rf generator, rf matching network, grounded electrode, chamber chassis, screen room, and vacuum pumps were all connected to this point to eliminate ground loops.

The Langmuir probe used in this experiment consisted of a double-shielded 50-Ω coaxial cable spot welded to a 1.0-cm-long, 0.25-mm-diam Tungsten tip (Fig. 2). The coaxial cable was surrounded by a layer of Scotch copper electrical tape to provide the secondary shield. Connecting this second layer of shielding to ground helped remove capacitive pickup noise collected by the probe body inside the plasma. Ceramic tubing encased the cable serving to isolate it from the plasma, while TorrSeal® ceramic cement sealed the ends and corners of the probe. Any displacement current which traverses the ceramic insulating layer is collected on the secondary shield and shorted to ground via the secondary shield. This Langmuir probe design includes the ability to vertically span the region between the electrodes with reproducible accuracy (± 0.05 cm). The probe shaft extending out of the chamber is fitted with a radial position dial calibrated to the vertical position of the probe relative to the electrodes.

Probe signals travel along coaxial cable to the double-screened copper room where they are collected and analyzed. A Power Designs Model No. 2K20A high voltage dc power supply provides a bias voltage to the probe tip. Bias voltage is further monitored by a Fluke Model No. 75 digital voltmeter. The probe signal is viewed and stored on a Tektronix Model No. 2221A, 20 MHz, digital storage oscilloscope. Operating in repetitive sample mode the scope provides an effective sample rate of 2 GHz for this experiment, breaking a single 13.56 MHz cycle into 150
time points. Fitted with an IEEE 488-Dus, the oscilloscope sends the digitized data to a Gateway 2000, 33 MHz, 486 personal computer where it was stored and analyzed using a wave-form spreadsheet program called DADISP™. Using this program it is possible to produce an electron current vs probe bias voltage plot for any of 150 points in time during a rf cycle. The probe, power supply, and cabling were calibrated at 13.56 MHz.

III. THEORY

The voltage difference which exists between the probe tip bias potential, $V_{bias}$, and the plasma potential, $V_p(t)$, is termed the sheath potential, $V_{sheath}(t)$. The time dependence of the plasma potential forces $V_{sheath}$ to be time dependent and hence the sheath contains a time varying electric field

$$V_{sheath}(t) = V_p(t) - V_{bias}, \quad (1)$$

$$E_{sheath}(t) = \frac{dV_{sheath}(t)}{dx}. \quad (2)$$

In this procedure $V_{bias}$ is never raised above the minimum $V_p(t)$. Therefore, plasma potential will be the most positive potential in our system at all times. Hence, $V_{sheath}(t)$ is always a positive potential difference generating an electric field which accelerates positive ions toward and repels electrons from the probe tip.

At any given time, $t$, during the rf cycle, the total instantaneous current collected on the probe, $I_{total}(t)$, consists of three components: electron current, $I_e(t)$, displacement current, $I_d(t)$, and positive ion current, $I_p$

$$I_{total}(t) = I_e(t) + I_d(t) + I_p. \quad (3)$$

Due to the ions' low mobility, the positive ion current is considered to be independent of time for a given $V_{bias}$. Further, since the ion current in an argon plasma is negligible compared with the electron current, any time dependence on $I_p$ can be ignored. The collected electron current, on the other hand, is affected by the size of the sheath potential since electrons with an energy less than $V_{sheath}(t)$ are turned away before they reach the probe. In addition, the high mobility of electrons allows them to react quickly to the changing electric field in the sheath, making $I_e(t)$ a time-dependent quantity as well as a function of $V_{sheath}$.

Displacement current, $I_d(t)$, is the third component of the total collected probe current, $I_{total}$, and is created by the time-varying electric field across the sheath.

$$I_d(t) = A_{sheath} \frac{dP_{sheath}(t)}{dt}, \quad (4)$$

where $A_{sheath}$ is the outer area of the sheath surrounding the probe tip, $\varepsilon_0$ is the permittivity of free space, and $E_{sheath}$ is the electric field within the sheath which is approximated as uniform throughout. Sustaining the voltage separation between the probe tip and the plasma, the sheath region acts like a capacitor and hence will be treated as one for the determination of displacement current. The oscillating electric field across the sheath causes a time-varying sheath thickness and produces a time-dependent current. Capacitive effects due to the probe body have been neglected due to the secondary probe shielding described in the apparatus section. Thus the displacement current will be assumed to arise purely from the sheath capacitance

$$I_d(t) = C_{sheath} \frac{dV_p(t)}{dt}. \quad (5)$$

If $I_d(t)$ and $V_p(t)$ are known, an estimate of $C_{sheath}$ can be made. The strength of any capacitor is determined by its size and geometry. For this experimental system the sheath thickness and the length and radius of the probe tip are the critical dimensions. The probe tip and sheath combination can be viewed as a pair of concentric cylinders with a capacitance given as

$$C_{sheath} = \frac{2\pi \varepsilon_0 L}{\ln r_w/r_s}, \quad (6)$$

where $r_w$ is the probe tip radius, $r_s$ is the radius of the sheath measured from the probe tip centerline, $L$ is the length of the probe tip, and $\varepsilon_0$ is the permittivity of free space. Since $L$ and $r_w$ are constant Eq. (6) states that changes in $C_{sheath}$ will be due to changes in sheath thickness. The sheath thickness changes due to the time-varying sheath potential and is estimated using a formula derived by Kiel which shows a $[V_p(t) - V_{bias}]^{1/2}$ dependence.

The sinusoidal voltage to the powered electrode produces a plasma potential in phase with the driving voltage. Mathematically, the time-varying plasma potential $V_p(t)$ at a given position can be expressed as the sum of a time-averaged dc potential, $V_{pac}$, and an oscillating potential with amplitude $V_{pac}$

$$V_p(t) = V_{pac} \sin(\omega t) + V_{pac}, \quad (7)$$

where $\omega$ is the driving frequency. The probe current signal was Fourier analyzed to determine the frequencies which make up the total collected probe current. Analysis at various values of $V_{bias}$ shows that 90% ± 5% of the incoming signal is at 13.56 MHz, while the second, third, and fourth harmonics at 27.12, 40.68, and 54.24 MHz, respectively, are found to comprise 4% ± 1%, 3% ± 1%, and 2% ± 1% of the total collected probe current. The variance in harmonic contribution, represented by the errors values listed above, is due to changes in $V_{bias}$ and probe location within the plasma. Therefore, the assumption of a single driving frequency (13.56 MHz) for this system introduces only negligible error. Figure 3 shows a frequency spectrum taken from a 100 mTorr, 100 W, argon plasma with the probe tip 1.8 cm from the grounded electrode. Little variation with position or $V_{bias}$ was seen. Since the displacement current is proportional to the time derivative of $V_p(t)$, $I_d(t)$ is independent of the dc plasma potential, $V_{pac}$, for a given $C_{sheath}$. This leaves the displacement current defined as

$$I_d(t) = C_{sheath} V_{pac} \omega \cos(\omega t). \quad (8)$$

Thus the displacement current is 90° out-of-phase with the driving voltage. Biasing the probe tip in the ion saturation...
region \((V_{bias} = -100\, \text{V})\) restricts the probe to collection of only ions and displacement current since electrons will not have enough energy to cross the sheath. As the probe tip bias voltage is increased toward plasma potential the collected electron current increases while the ion current varies only slightly and is negligible compared to \(I_e\). \(V_{bias}\) also has an effect on \(I_d(t)\), and that effect is measured in this paper, but \(I_d(t)\) is a more complicated function of \(V_{bias}\) and other plasma parameters. Electron current, \(I_e(t)\), has its maximum magnitude at the plasma potential minimum, which is the lowest value of the sheath potential. Figure 4 is a theoretical representation of the phase and magnitude relationship between \(V_p(t)\), \(I_e(t)\), and \(I_d(t)\). At high values of \(V_p\) the probe is instantaneously in the ion saturation region where \(I_e\) goes to zero.

Both the electron and displacement current, at the fundamental frequency, maintain their phase integrity with the plasma potential throughout the sweeping of \(V_{bias}\) even though the total collected probe current shifts in phase with respect to \(V_p(t)\). This phenomenon can be explained by the changing value of the electron current. In the ion saturation region displacement current dominates the total current collected at the probe. As \(V_{bias}\) is increased toward plasma potential the electron current increases and eventually begins to dominate the total current near plasma potential.

The phase relationships between the individual currents and plasma potential provide the foundation for the analysis. In order to correctly determine the collected electron current, the correct values for ion current and displacement current must be subtracted from the total collected probe current. In most cases, if a constant displacement current (i.e., sinusoidal, but independent of the sheath potential) is used for all \(V_{bias}\) the electron current which is calculated will not maintain its phase relationship with the plasma potential. Thus, changes in displacement current, and hence the sheath capacitance, are caused by variations in the sheath potential and the particle densities within.

Once the \(I_e\) vs \(V_{bias}\) traces are corrected, time-resolved information about the plasma can be determined. The most informative of such is the electron energy distribution function (EEDF). Following Swift and Schwar\(^{20}\)

\[
f(E) = \frac{4}{A_{probe} e} \sqrt{\frac{m_e}{2}} \frac{d^2 I_e}{dV_{bias}^2},
\]

where \(f(E)\) is given in \([\text{cm}^{-3} \, \text{eV}^{-3/2}]\). \(E\) is the electron energy, \(A_P\) is the effective current collection area of the probe, \(e\) and \(m_e\) are the electron charge and mass, and \(d^2 I_e / dV_{bias}^2\) is the second derivative of the corrected \(I_e(t)\) vs \(V_{bias}\) characteristic. From \(f(E)\) the average electron energy \(\langle E \rangle\) and electron density \(N_e\) can be determined

\[
N_e = \int f(E) E^{1/2} \, dE,
\]

\[
\langle E \rangle = N_e^{-1} \int E^{3/2} f(E) \, dE.
\]

Data points were chosen as a series of periodic measurements where the current collection is smoothly varying and more finely detailed increments when data collection is more responsive to increases in probe tip bias voltage. This promises a smoother and more accurate second derivative measurement when determining \(f(E)\).

**IV. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS**

To determine the lower bound of displacement current the probe tip is biased to \(-100\, \text{V}\), the ion saturation region, restricting the probe to collection of only ion and displacement current since electrons will not have enough energy to overcome the barrierlike sheath potential. This signal is digitized and collected via computer along with other traces taken at bias voltages increasing up to the minimum plasma potential. Next, the true displacement current at each bias voltage is discerned by subtracting a multiple of the displacement current collected at \(-100\, \text{V}\) from each \(V_{bias}\) trace. The correct amplitude of displacement current is that value which shows the maximum electron current in phase with the minimum plasma potential.
Figure 5 shows the total probe current at a range of \( V_{bias} \). As \( V_{bias} \) increases toward \( V_p \), the electron current increases due to the drop in \( V_{sheath} \) and becomes an instantaneously dominant contribution to the total collected probe current. Since \( I_d(t) \) and \( I_d(t) \) are 90° out of phase with each other a phase shift in the total collected probe current is visible.

Figure 6 shows time-resolved electron current after the correct value of \( I_d(t) \) is subtracted from \( I_{total}(t) \) for several values of \( V_{bias} \). The regions where \( I_e(t) \) rise above zero are representative of the experimental error in determining the correct value of \( I_e(t) \). For values of \( V_{bias} \) very near \( V_p \), nonlinearities in the sheath conductance occur as the potential difference \( V_e(t) - V_{bias} \) becomes comparable to the dc component of the sheath voltage and currents at small \( V_{bias} \) are not exactly proportional to those at larger \( V_{bias} \). The correct value of \( I_d(t) \) was determined to be that which kept the maximum magnitude of \( I_e(t) \) in phase with the minimum value of \( V_e(t) \). Thus, \( I_d(t) \) is found to be \( I_d(t, V_{bias}) \). Utilizing Eq. (6) for the sheath capacitance and Kiel's model for the sheath thickness, \( r_{sheath} \) shows how sheath thickness varies with the sheath potential (Fig. 7). Hence, as \( V_{bias} \) increases toward \( V_{plasma} \), \( r_{sheath} \) decreases due to the increasing number of electrons entering the sheath region.

Knowing \( I_d(t, V_{bias}) \), time-dependent electron current vs probe bias voltage plots for any point in time can now be derived and evaluated for such quantities as mean electron energy, density, and the electron energy distribution function. It is found, however, that full time-dependent data is only obtainable for probe tip bias voltages up to the minimum \( V_p(t) \). Hence, data for times with \( V_p(t) > V_{min} \) will be incomplete in the range \( V_{min} < V_{bias} < V_p(t) \). This restriction is due to the collapsing of the sheath once \( V_{bias} \) reaches \( V_{min} \). When the sheath breaks, all points in time of the rf cycle experience a sharp increase in electron current.21 This distortion is present at times both before and after \( V_{min} \), implying that the sheath requires a finite time, greater than 74 ns (13.56 MHz)\(^{-1} \), to reform and reestablish itself.

EEDFs for times with \( V_p > V_{min} \) reveal information about higher energy electrons while information about lower energy electrons is limited by the collapsing sheath distortion. Figure 8 shows time-resolved EEDF data for argon at 100±5 W, 100±5 mTorr, and 2±1 sccm at 0.6 cm from the grounded electrode. As explained earlier, information about lower energy electrons for times with \( V_p(t) > V_{min} \) is limited by the collapsing of the sheath. Hence, total electron densities and mean electron energies cannot be accurately determined for times other than when \( V_p(t) = V_{min} \). Figure 8 shows an electron beam component increasing in energy from 35-40 eV at \( t = 0 \) (\( V_p = V_{min} \)) to approximately 55 eV at \( t = \pi/4 \) (1/8 of a rf period) and 65 eV at \( t = \pi/2 \) (1/4 of a rf period). The increasing energy of the electron beam components (represented by the bumps in the EEDF at the energies indicated above) is due to the increased sheath potential and electric field within the sheath which accelerates these electrons to a higher energy. The “dips” in the EEDFs at energies just preceding the electron beam components represent a high degree of anisotropy and therefore invalidate the accuracy of the magnitude in the EEDF formula at energies beyond. Hence the magnitude of the data in the range of the electron beam components should be consid-
FIG. 8. Time-resolved EEDF at 0.6 cm from the grounded electrode. Electron beam components at 35, 55, and 65 eV show a dependence on $V_p(t)$. Data in the beam component region should be considered only qualitative due to the breakdown of the EEDF formula at regions of anisotropy (the dips preceding the electron beam components).

For times in the rf cycle the plasma potential is greater than $V_+^*$, the energy scale for Fig. 8 is determined using the assumption that the magnitude of the ac floating potential is comparable to the ac variation of the plasma potential.

Spatially resolved EEDF data at the time of $V_{\text{min}}$ for the same conditions are shown in Fig. 9. Here, evidence of a peaked electron density in the center of the discharge which tapers down toward the sheaths is evident by comparing the area under each curve. Measurements closer to the sheath regions (0.6 and 2.8 cm in fig. 9) show electron beam components near 40 eV while the center of the discharge (1.8 cm) contains a beam component near 55 eV. Moving from the sheaths to the center of the discharge, the EEDFs are seen to flatten out in the low energy region due to the increased density and the larger number of electrons which have gained energy traversing the sheath region or through collisions with such electrons. The electron beam component in the center of the discharge is of a higher energy than those in the sheaths because the electrons have fully traversed the sheath and gained their maximum energy from such, whereas within the sheath the collected electrons have only experienced a portion of the sheath’s electric field. Once again the dips preceding the beam components restrict data beyond to be considered only qualitatively. Utilizing a plot of spatially resolved $V_{\text{min}}$, Fig. 10, the spatially resolved EEDFs of Fig. 9 show the acceleration and retardation of electron energy as they traverse the plasma and interact with the spatially dependent plasma potential. For example, the change in electron beam energy is about 12 eV between 0.6 and 1.8 cm from the grounded electrode. The change in $V_p$ for this region is roughly 9 ± 1 V which would accelerate electrons from the 0.6 cm position further in the plasma. Although more detailed kinetics actually take place, the influence of $V_p$ is clearly seen. The same observation can be made at the position 2.8 cm.

Table I displays spatially resolved mean electron energy and electron density values at 3 locations for this same argon plasma. Together with Fig. 9, the energies in Table I show that the higher energy electrons have only a small effect on the mean electron energy values.

**TABLE I. Spatially resolved mean electron energies and densities.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>$N_e$ (cm$^{-3}$)</th>
<th>$E$ (eV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.6 cm</td>
<td>$3.2 \pm 1.1 \times 10^9$</td>
<td>$8.7 \pm 0.8$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.8 cm</td>
<td>$1.0 \pm 1.5 \times 10^9$</td>
<td>$11.3 \pm 1.0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.8 cm</td>
<td>$2.7 \pm 1.0 \times 10^9$</td>
<td>$6.9 \pm 0.7$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

although Langmuir probe data is limited to voltages where $V_{\text{bias}} < V_{\text{min}}$, valuable data concerning middle- to high-energy electrons can be collected for times with $V_p$ above $V_{\text{min}}$. Electron beam components are clearly seen to...
be time dependent as well as spatially dependent and seem to follow expectations derived from the spatially dependent plasma potential. The displacement current correction technique employed provides a more accurate determination of the time-dependent electron current as well as an estimate of the sheath capacitance. Sheath capacitance is seen to be dependent on the sheath potential and the position within the plasma. Further investigation utilizing Kiel's model of sheath thickness and the equation for the capacitance of a cylinder reveals that changes in sheath capacitance are dominated by changes in sheath thickness rather than the varying density of electrons within the sheath. Future work using this method will involve the investigation of molecular gases (SF₆ and CH₄) as well as examining argon at higher pressures in order to achieve a higher degree of precision in the spatial dependence of plasma parameters.
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